1. Hand Rankings

2. Preflop
- Use the starting hand chart to determine whether you should play a hand
- Open raise 3 big blinds
- Reraise to 3x in position 4x when out of position

3. Continuation Betting
- Cbet more often when:
  - Have top pair+
  - Against 1-2 players
  - Are in position
  - Flop is dry
  - Have a draw
- Cbet less often when:
  - Have 2nd or 3rd pair
  - Against 3+ players
  - Are out of position
  - The flop is wet

4. The Flop
- Bet & Raise 2pair+ & combodraws
- As the aggressor, Cbet when checked to
- Before betting, Postflop, ask yourself:
  - Can I be called by a worse hand? (Value bet)
  - Can I make a better hand fold? (Bluff)

5. The Turn
- Double barrel bluff cards higher than flop
- Continue aggression with strong draws
- Be cautious with bottom pair!

6. The River
- Aim to get to showdown with medium strength hands
- Don’t bluff the fish
- Fear the river check raise

Starting Hand Chart

Instructions
1. Find your Preflop hand on the starting hand chart e.g. A9s
2. Use colour & table diagram to determine whether to play your hand
3. If there is already a raise, use the number system to make a decision